
 

Harvest Exchange Wins the Alt Credit Intelligence Award for Best Distribution Platform 

Houston, Texas - February 15, 2017 -- Harvest Exchange has been named the winner for the 

Best Distribution Platform by Alt Credit Intelligence, part of HFM Week. 

“Harvest’s technology exists to strengthen investor relationships through digital distribution, 

discovery and data,” said Peter Hans, CEO of Harvest.  “I’m so proud of the Harvest team for 

what we’ve accomplished thus far, but even more excited for what’s on the horizon for both of 

our platforms, Harvest Exchange and Vosterra.”  

“Winning the award for the Best Distribution Platform speaks to our top priority at Harvest; to 

help our clients educate their target audience on their unique value proposition, and to do so in 

a manner that offers real value to that target audience. We’ve spent the past 4 years building 

our software and community for a market that is rapidly changing and it’s amazing to watch it 

materialize." 

 

Harvest was also a finalist for the Best Data and Information Provider and Best Technology 

Overall as part of the US Services Awards 2017. 

The 2017 US Service Awards hosted by Alt Credit Intelligence recognizes and rewards hedge 

fund service providers that have demonstrated exceptional customer service and innovative 

product development over the past 12 months. Alt Credit Intelligence is part of HFM Weekly, a 

Hedge Fund Management community. 

The judging panel comprised of representatives from Alternative Credit Intelligence, leading 

fund managers and other industry experts. 

The official winners were announced at an afternoon ceremony held on Wednesday, February 

15 in New York. 

Harvest is a financial discovery marketplace that enables asset managers to meaningfully reach 

and distribute to their target audience — and leverage behavioral data to initiate and 

strengthen client relationships. For more information on Harvest visit: www.hvst.com. 
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